Model Alphabet Poems

The Letter “L”
is an upturned bridge
The front of a forklift
Chicken legs
9,3,3:30,3:15
An arrow with out a head
An RT. On left turn sign
A drying rack
A street pole
A flock of seagulls from a distance in a painting
A backwards “J”
A chair
A laptop
The Greek letter iota
A seven
Captain hook
A ladle
A 2-D corner
A doorjamb

Ludicrous
Loosey
Lobotomy
Linguist
Limburger
Lizard

By John H., Max, Jacob, John C.
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W

The letter “W,” the first letter
Of my last name looks like two V’s
Holding hands or kissing if flipped
Upside down. “W” is a pair
Of beautiful mountains with snow-
Covered hills.
The letter “W” turned on its side is a 3
Or a crazy-looking E, or maybe
Big black cats flying in the night sky.
“W” has a lot of power, but it goes
Unnoticed by people; it feels neglected
And alone. The sound of “W” is the wind
Whistling past city buildings. “W” is
A young yellow flower blossoming.

By Becca, grade 12
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W

It kinda looks like two mountains or two bunny ears. Upside down it looks like two u’s. It kinda looks like a smiley face—when you use your imagination.

If there was little holes between them they’d have little caves.

If you turn it upside down and give it two little dots and lines, it looks like a nice teacher peering down from his glasses.

If you draw a little line between the two ends and some little Martians and Mat-Mons, it kinda looks like you’re on Venus.

When you draw an M with flat lines on top and you add a guy and his henchmen it looks like they’re getting the chest of Davy Jones, and it looks like they’re on the deck of the Flying Dutchman.

By Ted, grade 12